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Oblique detonation engines have significant potential as air-breathing propulsion units because they can 
undergo self-ignition while providing high combustion efficiency. A key design aspect of such engines 
is the formation of a stationary oblique detonation wave in the combustor. In the present work, the 
re-stabilization of oblique detonation by expansion waves induced using a finite wedge was simulated 
by solving Euler equations in conjunction with an induction-exothermic kinetics model. The numerical 
results showed that expansion waves interacting with the subsonic region behind the unstable oblique 
detonation wave can produce a stationary oblique detonation wave on the wedge by eliminating thermal 
choking. The initiation position was also found to move downstream with decreases in wedge length, 
while the location of the expansion waves moved upstream. And the critical locations of expansion waves 
that re-stabilize and initiate an oblique detonation wave were also proposed. A special field structure that 
comprising two parts separated by unburned gas was observed at the incident Mach number M0 = 7.5
when the expansion waves located near initiation critical location. The upper and lower parts comprised 
the detonation and deflagration fields, respectively. In others, the interaction of expansion waves leads 
to a smaller total pressure loss, so that is beneficial to improve the performance of oblique detonation 
engine in theory.

© 2022 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Air-breathing hypersonic propulsion based on controlled com-
bustion in conjunction with a high-speed inflow of air can be 
achieved using oblique detonation waves (ODWs). This newer type 
of engine is referred to as a shock-induced combustion ramjet 
(Shcramjet) or oblique detonation engine (ODE) [1,2] and has been 
widely studied over the past several decades. Early research typ-
ically represented the ODW as a simplified oblique shock wave 
(OSW) with instantaneous heat release and performed analyses 
based on shock theory [3,4]. Later work demonstrated the forma-
tion of an initiation region prior to the ODW surface that modifies 
the ODW structure [5,6]. Various investigations of ODW structures 
[7–13] were subsequently conducted using different chemical re-
action models and demonstrated that a number of distinct wave 
structures were possible. A recent experimental study [14] verified 
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these simulated structures and achieved steady combustion while 
producing a typical ODW wave structure.

A stable ODW structure is critical to developing a practical ODE 
having a finite wedge and variable inflow. Investigations of ODWs 
induced by a finite wedge have shown that the effect of expansion 
waves generated by the wedge corner may change the initiation 
pattern from an abrupt to a smooth transition [15]. The corner 
angle has also been found to play an important role in an ODW en-
gine with a low intake velocity [16]. The interaction between the 
ODW and expansion waves induced by the upper wall corner re-
sults in a new wave configuration characterized by a post-turning 
triangular recirculation zone coupled with a gaseous wedge con-
necting the deflection point and the ODW surface [17,18]. Stable, 
critical or unstable structures can result, depending on the rela-
tive location of the wave reflection and the turning point of the 
upper wall [19]. The ODW surface has also been found to be un-
stable and to have the potential to become cellular even with a 
uniform inflow [20–24]. It is also possible for triple wave point 
structures to form on the ODW front. Other research has indicated 
that the appearance of this triple wave structure is affected by 
the activation energy of the combustible mixture [25], although 
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determining the cellular structure requires numerical simulations 
with sufficient spatial resolution [26]. In the case of unsteady in-
flow with continuous disturbances, a progression through quasi-
steady, oscillating and unstable ODW regimes has been identified 
with increases in the disturbance wave number [27]. These dis-
turbances have also been shown to result in two types of triple 
wave point formations [28]. Research has demonstrated the con-
cept of a critical incident M0 value, M0cr , below which the ODW 
induced by the wedge is unsteady, meaning that the initiation 
structure oscillates within a specific range [29]. Further decreases 
in the incident M0 cause the ODW to travel upstream and de-
tach.

The present work simulated an ODW generated using a finite 
wedge and assessed variations in the wave structure resulting from 
expansion waves. In contrast to previous studies [15,25,30], the 
numerical parameters employed herein were selected to model 
unsteady ODWs that traveled upstream without expansion waves. 
Notably, the wedge angle is less than the critical detached value. 
Unstable detonation’s presence is mainly originated from the in-
teractions of pressure wave and detonation front [31]. These orig-
inal unsteady waves were found to re-stabilize themselves follow-
ing the inclusion of expansion waves, and the various structural 
variations associated with this process are discussed and ana-
lyzed in this paper. The finite wedge used in this work was a 
simplified model of a combustion chamber and nozzle, and this 
study demonstrates that a steady ODW can be realized at a rel-
atively low incident M0, thus facilitating the ODE design pro-
cess.

2. Physical and mathematical methods

A diagram of an ODW induced by a finite wedge in a pre-mixed 
combustible gas is shown in Fig. 1. In the case of supersonic in-
flow, the finite wedge initially generated an OSW. The temperature 
of the combustible gas behind this shock wave was sufficient to 
initiate an exothermic chemical reaction that in turn generated 
the ODW. For post-shock mixture, the exothermic reaction index 
λ will increase from 0 to 1 along the wedge. This current work 
focuses on the effect of expansion waves on the exothermic re-
actions. To determine the position of wedge corner that is used 
to trigger an expansion fan, a chemical parameter λw is defined 
in this study. The reaction fronts (red curves) are connected with 
the lower wedge surface. When one reaction front is located on 
the wedge corner, the reaction index of related reactive front is 
recorded as λw , as shown in Fig. 1.

Ng et al. previously proposed a two-step induction-exothermic 
kinetics model for chemical reactions [32] that has been adopted 
widely in simulations of ODWs [15,17,19,27–29,33]. This kinetic 
model is a general class of overall reaction mechanism. In previous 
studies [24,34–36], this kind of model is used in two ways. One is 
to reduce detailed reaction mechanism and improve computational 
efficiency for complex phenomena. Another target is to study the 
complex structures of heat release zone, in which the flow struc-
tures can be adjusted via varying some key chemical parameters. 
The current work focuses on the interaction of expansion waves 
and heat release process near initiation zone. This model used in 
this study involves two reaction process factors that could control 
heat release evolution of one detonation wave, which is convenient 
to the target of this work. Two-dimensional Euler equations based 
on this same concept were subsequently used to model ODWs. In 
this two-step mechanism, variables ζ and λ denote the index of 
the induction and exothermic reactions, respectively. The govern-
ing equations are:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂ρu j

∂x
= 0, (1)
j

2

Fig. 1. Diagram of the wave complex with the computational domain. (For interpre-
tation of the colors in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)

∂ρui

∂t
+ ∂ρuiu j + pδi j
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= 0, (2)
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[
E I
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(
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Ts
− 1

T

)]
(6)

and

ωλ = [1 − H (1 − ξ)]ρ (1 − λ)kR exp

(−E R

RT

)
, (7)

where E I and E R are the activation energies of the induction and 
exothermic reactions, respectively. The other variables shown here 
include the Heaviside step function, H , given by:

H (1 − ξ) =
{

1 ξ < 1
0 ξ ≥ 1

(8)

as well as

p = ρRT (9)

and

e = RT

γ − 1
+ u ju j

2
+ (1 − λ) Q , (10)

where δi j is the Kronecker variable. In addition, the variables ρ , 
u j , e, T , p, γ , R and Q are density, velocity in the j direction, 
specific total energy, temperature, pressure, ratio of specific heat, 
gas constant and total chemical energy available in the mixture, 
respectively. All the variables are dimensionalized by the reference 
to uniform unburn state as follows:

ρ = ρ

ρ0
, p = p

p0
, T = T

T0
, u j = u j√

R0T0
, R = R

R0
. (11)

Where the variables with subscript ‘0’ are unburn state parame-
ters, and with superscript ‘-’ are local variables of flow field. The 
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Fig. 2. (a) Pressure and (b) temperature fields for M0 = 8.0.
parameters kI and kR are the pre-exponential factors for the in-
duction and exothermic reactions, respectively. In this work, kI =
-UVN, where U V N is the post shock particle velocity in the shock 
fixed frame for the corresponding Chapman–Jouguet (C-J) deto-
nation, with the induction length of the C-J detonation having a 
fixed value of unity. It can be calculated by the equations (12) & 
(13), where the MC J denote the C-J detonation wave velocity. The 
main parameters were set as Q = 20.0, E I = 10.0Ts , E R = 1.0Ts , 
kR = 7.0, γ = 1.32 and R0 = 397.6 J/(kg·K), where Ts is the post-
shock temperature of the C-J detonation.

U V N = √
γ × 2 + (γ + 1) M2

C J

(γ + 1) M2
C J

(12)

M2
C J =

(
1 + γ 2 − 1

γ
Q

)
+

[(
1 + γ 2 − 1

γ
Q

)2

− 1

] 1
2

(13)

The governing equations were discretized on Cartesian grids 
and the dispersion-controlled dissipative (DCD) schemes proposed 
by Jiang [37] together with the flux vector splitting method pro-
posed by Steger and Warming [38] were adopted to solve the gov-
erning equations. The initial flow field was uniform. Outflow condi-
tions extrapolated from the interior are implemented on the right 
boundary and lower boundaries before the wedge. Slip boundary 
condition modeled as a mirror symmetry condition is applied at 
the wedge surface. The incoming boundaries condition with the 
fixed parameters are implemented on the left and upper bound-
aries. The computational domains were carried out using dimen-
sionless length 50 × 40 and 120 × 100 for M0 = 7.5 and 7.0, re-
spectively. The wedge angle, θ , had a fixed value of 30◦ .

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Wave structures without expansion waves

The baseline case of M0 = 8.0 was simulated and the results are 
presented in Fig. 2. In this simulation, the wedge began at x = 0.5, 
at which point the OSW was induced. It is evident that the OSW 
transitioned to an ODW via a triple wave point at approximately 
x = 12, corresponds to an abrupt initiation to the ODW. The trans-
verse shock wave inside the ODW subsequently interacted with 
the wedge and was reflected. The reflected transverse shock wave 
then interacted with the slip line and formed a transmission shock 
wave that interacted with the ODW downstream. Two slip lines 
3

Fig. 3. Temperature contours generated with different grids for M0 = 8.0. Red and 
black lines denote a grid resolution of 0.025 and 0.05, respectively.

are apparent, both of which are almost parallel to the wedge sur-
face.

The effect of grid resolution was assessed by simulating ODW 
fields using different resolutions. Mean grid scales of 0.05 and 
0.025 were used for this purpose, corresponding to 20 and 40 grid 
units over the induction length of the C-J detonation, respectively, 
and the resulting temperature contours are shown in Fig. 3. Here, 
the red and black lines indicate high and low resolution temper-
ature contours, respectively, and the two types of lines are seen 
to almost coincide. The effect of resolution was examined by per-
forming an additional quantitative comparison. In this exercise, the 
distributions of pressure and temperature along the wedge sur-
face and along two lines parallel to the x-axis at y = 20 and 25 
were extracted, as presented in Fig. 4. The distributions of temper-
ature and pressure along the wedge surface are plotted in Fig. 4(a) 
while those along y = 20 and 25 are plotted in Fig. 4(b). Here, 
the solid and dashed red lines indicate the pressure and tempera-
ture distributions obtained using a grid scale of 0.025, respectively, 
while black lines show the data acquired with a grid scale of 0.05. 
The different color curves are seen to almost overlap. Thus, in the 
present study, a grid resolution of 0.05 was used to simulate ODWs 
as a means of balancing the computational complexity with simu-
lation accuracy. Based on the above analysis, this choice is believed 
to have been reasonable.
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Fig. 4. Pressure and temperature distributions in the flow field (a) along the wedge 
and (b) along the lines of y = 20 and 25.

The ODW was found to become unsteady when the inflow 
Mach number was decreased to M0 = 7.5 and 7.0, and the struc-
ture and dynamics of these two cases are provided in Fig. 5. 
M0 = 7.5 generated an abrupt transition such that the transverse 
shock wave inside the ODW interacted with the wedge to form a 
Mach stem at t = 15.1. At t = 63.1, the ODW traveled upstream 
and the Mach stem was elongated while, at t = 95.0, the ODW 
traveled upstream continuously but the Mach stem disappeared. 
Notedly, at t = 126.9, the ODW initiation location moved down-
stream relative to the position at t = 95.0. It can be concluded 
that the ODW initiation location oscillated, as shown in Fig. 5(a). 
This structural evolution process was also studied by Yang [29], 
who found that the initiation structure was transient and oscillated 
around the equilibrium position. In the case of M0 = 7.0, the ODW 
was initiated at t = 32.6 with a complex structure. The secondary 
detonation wave interacted with the transverse shock wave to gen-
erate a Mach stem, resulting in a normal detonation wave (NDW), 
Fig. 5. Temperature fields for (a) M0 = 7.5 and (b) M0 = 7.0. W

4

while the secondary transverse shock wave interacted with the 
wedge surface to form a Mach stem. Over time, the ODW traveled 
upstream and the NDW first became longer then shortened until 
it disappeared, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Notedly, the ODW initiation 
location also oscillated in the case of M0 = 7.0, although the oscil-
lation amplitude was smaller than that obtained with M0 = 7.5.

3.2. Effects of expansion waves on oblique detonation stability

The instability of shock wave induced combustion for a wedge 
with a flow turning angle greater than the maximum attach an-
gle of oblique detonation wave was reported in Choi et al. [39]. 
And they revealed three different regimes of combustion through 
compared the chemical time behind OSW and NSW and fluid 
dynamic time, i.e., decoupled combustion, oscillatory combustion 
and detached overdriven detonation wave, respectively. However, 
the method and mechanism of re-stabilization unstable ODW has 
not been reported in previous study. In this current work, a re-
stabilization approach of unstable ODWs is proposed. That is using 
expansion waves eliminated the thermal choking so that make the 
detonation wave standing on the wedge. These expansion waves 
were introduced by inserting a finite length wedge having a turn-
ing angle downstream, after which the outflow turned such that it 
was parallel to the inflow. Note that, in this study, the downstream 
turning angle was set equal to the wedge angle for simplicity, 
and more work is needed to clarify the effects of the downstream 
angle. The position of the expansion waves was selected as the re-
action index of heat release at the corner. The reaction index of 
heat release on the corner was selected as the position of expan-
sion waves.

The formation of a stationary ODW on the wedge were con-
trolled by finite wedges with different lengths in the simulations. 
Fig. 6 demonstrates the ODW temperature fields obtained with a 
finite wedge for which λw = 0.4 using M0 = 7.5 and 7.0. It is ap-
parent that the ODW was stationary on the wedge surface and 
the initiation pattern involved an abrupt transition in both cases. 
Importantly, the initiation structure was different for the two M0
values. Using M0 = 7.0, the ODW was initiated in conjunction with 
a triple wave point and an NDW was observed, while the interac-
tion between the transverse shock wave and the wedge formed a 
Mach stem. In contrast, neither an NDW nor a Mach stem appeared 
using M0 = 7.5. It is concluded that the presence of expansion 
waves would be expected to affect the oblique detonation stabil-
ity.
hite curves denote OSW and ODW fronts at different times.
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Fig. 6. Temperature contours of re-stabilization oblique detonation wave fields obtained with different inflow conditions and wedge length L: (a) λw = 0.4 (L = 25), M0 = 7.5
and (b) λw = 0.4 (L = 66), M0 = 7.0.
Fig. 7. Initiation locations (x in (x, y)) as functions of λw for (a) M0 = 7.5 and (b) 
M0 = 7.0.

The effects of the expansion waves location on the ODW initia-
tion location and structure were assessed by performing additional 
simulations with various λw . The initiation locations are plotted as 
functions of λw in Fig. 7, which indicates that the location moved 
downstream as λw was decreased. From Fig. 7(a), it is also evident 
that the initiation location was more sensitive to the position of 
the expansion waves at lower λw . Notably, for 0.15 < λw < 0.95, 
an ODW was initiated and stationary on the wedge surface, while 
a λw value of 0.99 (data not shown) gave a non-stationary initi-
ation structure such that the ODW traveled upstream. Decreasing 
λw to 0.10 meant that an ODW could not be initiated, although 
a combustion zone was observed. Thus, there were two critical 
values, those being λwL = 0.10 – 0.15 and λwU = 0.95 – 0.99, 
for which, if λw < λwL , the ODW could not be initiated while, 
if λw > λwU , the ODW was detached. From Fig. 7(b), it can be 
seen that, for M0 = 7.0, the ODW initiation location moved down-
stream with decreases in λw , similar to the case of M0 = 7.5. For 
0.05 < λw < 0.60, an ODW was initiated and stationary on the 
5

wedge surface. An increase to λw = 0.65 initiated an ODW but this 
ODW was detached. Evidently, there was a critical value, that be-
ing λwU = 0.60 – 0.65, for which, when λw > λwU , the ODW was 
detached. Upon decreasing λw to 0, the ODW could not be initi-
ated and there was a critical value of λwL = 0 – 0.05, for which, 
when λw < λwL , the ODW could not be initiated. The critical val-
ues λwL and λwU were smaller for M0 = 7.0 than for M0 = 7.5, 
indicating that the expansion waves had a greater impact on the 
ODW at larger incident Mach numbers.

Prior research [15] has shown that the expansion waves in-
duced by the corner of the wedge may change the ODW initia-
tion pattern from an abrupt to smooth transition. However, in the 
present work the use of M0 = 7.5 and 7.0 did not indicate changes 
in the initiation pattern in response to expansion waves, although 
a special wave structure was obtained for M0 = 7.5. The temper-
ature and heat release rate contours obtained using M0 = 7.5 and 
λw = 0.15 are provided in Fig. 8, and it can be seen that the flow 
field was separated into two parts by a region in which there 
was no reaction (Fig. 8(a)). Fig. 8(b) demonstrates the heat release 
rate field associated with the critical conditions, with the shock 
wave front indicated by the white line. These data confirm that the 
exothermic reaction and shock wave were decoupled in the lower 
side of the non-reactive region but were tightly coupled in the 
upper side. Thus, the upper and lower parts represented the det-
onation and deflagration fields. Many triple wave point structures 
are apparent on the detonation wave, although these structures 
are different from the ODW wave front obtained at M0 = 7.0 as 
shown in Fig. 6(b). In the case of this critical structure, the detona-
tion wave front was found to be unstable. In contrast, this special 
structure was not observed using M0 = 7.0.

3.3. The ODW re-stabilization mechanism

The prior section discussed the effect of expansion waves on 
oblique detonation stability, and described a special structure in 
which the field was separated into two parts by unburned gas 
based on the interaction of expansion waves at M0 = 7.5. Here, 
we discuss the oblique detonation re-stabilization mechanism. Two 
critical wave structures were observed in the case of M0 = 7.5, 
comprising a stationary critical structure when λw = 0.95 and an 
initiation critical structure when λw = 0.20, as shown in Fig. 9. 
Here, the solid and dashed red lines represent the contours for 
λ = 0.01 and 0.99, respectively, and the sub-sonic region sur-
rounded by the dashed blue curves indicates the contour line for 
Ma = 1.0. From Fig. 9(a), it is evident that a standard, abrupt 
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Fig. 8. (a) Temperature and (b) heat release rate contours of the flow fields in the case of M0 = 7.5 and λw = 0.15. The white curve denotes the shock wave front.

Fig. 9. Density gradient fields in the case of M0 = 7.5 with (a) λw = 0.95 and (b) λw = 0.20. The solid and dashed red lines indicate λ = 0.01 and 0.99, respectively, while 
the blue lines denote the sonic location.

Fig. 10. Density gradient fields obtained with M0 = 7.5 for (a) λw = 0.60 and (b) λw = 0.05. The solid and dashed red lines indicate λ = 0.01 and 0.99, respectively, while 
the blue lines denote the sonic location.
initiation structure was obtained and that the OSW transitioned 
to an ODW with a triple wave point. In addition, the transverse 
shock wave was distorted as it interacted with the deflagration 
wave and then with the wedge surface. Fig. 9(b) demonstrates 
that the initiation structure was similar to that obtained using 
6

λw = 0.95 (Fig. 9(a)), but the initiation position was located fur-
ther downstream. Fig. 10 shows that two critical wave structures 
were formed in the case of M0 = 7.0: a stationary critical struc-
ture at λw = 0.60 and an initiation critical structure at λw = 0.05. 
It is apparent that the initiation structure was different from the 
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standard abrupt structure, and was made up of a more compli-
cated wave system. The ODW was initiated in conjunction with a 
triple wave point and the transverse shock wave interacted with 
the secondary detonation wave to form a Mach stem that resulted 
in an NDW. In addition, another transverse shock wave interacted 
with the wedge surface to generate another Mach stem, as shown 
in Fig. 10(a). In this figure, the solid and dashed red lines indicate 
the contours of the exothermic reaction variable, λ, with values of 
0.01 and 0.99, respectively, that denote the start and end of the 
exothermic reaction. The dashed blue curves denote the sonic lo-
cation, as in Fig. 9. The initiation structures in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b)
are similar, but the initiation position is further downstream in the 
latter, indicating that the expansion waves had little effect on the 
initiation structure. It should be noted that three subsonic regions 
were identified, enclosed by the dashed blue lines behind the two 
Mach stems and the oblique detonation in both cases at M0 = 7.0, 
while just one region appeared behind the initiation point of the 
oblique detonation in the case of M0 = 7.5 (Fig. 9).

The ODW angle was very large in conjunction with an abrupt 
transition initiated by a triple wave point, meaning that the de-
gree of overdriving of the ODW was also very large. In addition, a 
sub-sonic region was formed as the flow was highly compressed 
by the ODW. The sub-sonic region grew larger along with the 
evolution of the ODW and the thermal choking effect moved the 
ODW upstream. The expansion waves induced by the corner inter-
acted with the sub-sonic region behind the ODW to decrease the 
strength of the ODW in the initiation region and eliminate thermal 
choking. These effects produced a stationary ODW on the wedge.

This paper proposed a method that re-stabilization unstable 
ODW using expansion waves. And whether the expansion waves 
decline the efficiency of ODE would be discussed here. In ODE, 
the combustor exit is connected with the engine nozzle. The in-
teraction of expansion waves induced by secondary downstream 
wedge and detonation front is inevitable in realistic engine. Since 
the self-propagating features of gaseous detonation wave, the ODW 
could maintain a specific value in theory where the normal ve-
locity of free inflow is equal to the CJ detonation velocity of the 
corresponding mixture. Its over-driven degree is 1.0 [40]. However, 
for the design of ODE, the wedge angle is design to larger than 
the CJ wedge angle so that ODW can be initiated by finite wedge, 
so as the over-driven degree is larger than 1.0. According to gas-
dynamic theory, larger over-driven degree will cause a significant 
loss in total pressure of inflow and reduce the efficiency of ODE. 
Notably, the interaction of expansion waves induced by the wedge 
will decrease the over-driven degree, i.e., it leads to a smaller total 
pressure loss. Hence, the expansion waves will improve the effi-
ciency of ODE in theory. However, in combustor of ODE, there are 
recirculation zones and other complex structures, the combustion 
efficiency and performance of ODE needs further research.

4. Conclusions

ODWs induced by the presence of a finite wedge were simu-
lated by solving Euler equations together with a two-step induc-
tion-exothermic chemical reaction kinetics model. The parameters 
were chosen to correspond to unsteady ODWs, which traveled 
upstream without expansion waves. The ODW initiation position 
and stability characteristics were examined by employing different 
wedge lengths (that is, by varying λw ). The numerical results sug-
gested that the introduction of expansion waves may re-stabilize 
the ODW, and that the initiation position was sensitive to the 
location of expansion waves. Two critical values, λwL and λwU , 
were identified such that, with λw < λwL , an ODW could not 
be initiated. In addition, with λw > λwU , an ODW could not be 
re-stabilized, meaning that the ODW traveled upstream after be-
ing initiated. An ODW was both initiated and stationary on the 
7

wedge in the case of λwL < λw < λwU , while the initiation posi-
tion moved downstream with decreases in λw . The critical values 
of λwL and λwU were found to decrease with increases in M0. 
Decreasing λw to 0.15 generated a special structure such that the 
flow field was separated into two parts divided by unburned gas in 
the case of M0 = 7.5, with the upper and lower sides representing 
the detonation and deflagration fields. However, this structure was 
not observed for M0 = 7.0, meaning that the presence of expan-
sion waves had a greater effect on the ODW initiation structure at 
higher M0. And the expansion waves can decrease the over-driven 
degree of ODW, lead to a smaller total pressure loss, so that the 
expansion waves improve the efficiency of ODE in theory.
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